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I. Introduction 

Japan’s economic ascent following the Second World War continues to fascinate many. And while it seems a 

far-off history compared to the more recent successes of other developmental states in East Asia like Taiwan and 

South Korea, it still remains an awe-inspiring story – how an island-country on the edge of northwestern Pacific, 

war-torn and humiliated by defeat, could rise above seemingly unfavorable conditions and circumstances, and 

become a global economic powerhouse in a short time, leapfrogging all other countries, except the United 

States.  

 

From 1946 to 1976, Japan’s GDP increased 55-fold, catapulting it to be the world’s second largest economy, 

despite being only 10th in population and 62nd in land area.
1
 In the 1980s, Japan became a threat to the West, 

once again; but no longer militarily, but rather in the areas of economics and trade. Toyota, Mitsubishi, Sony and 

Panasonic, among many others became the new symbols of a reinvented Japanese state in the world stage. For 

over 40 years, Japan was the world’s economic G2, banking largely on its domestic human resources armed 

with vigor and innovation, able to translate ideas into products that moved the world. In many areas, from 

production of television sets and portable audio players, to car manufacturing and heavy industries, Japan was 

number one. Japan was a trendsetter. As a consequence, Japan was able accumulate massive capital, becoming 

one of the largest sources of foreign direct investments (FDI) for many countries. Japan stood out as the only 

developed country in the middle of the vast Third World.  

 

However, in the early 1990s, the Japanese miracle faltered and the country entered a prolonged period of 
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stagnation. Fast forward into the present and we see an entirely different world. Technology has evolved quite 

rapidly. The global economy has been transformed dramatically. Samsung, a Korean company, now leads the 

world in both television and smart-phones. America’s Apple, Inc. with its iPhone is number one in the premier 

market. The World’s first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth largest shipbuilding companies are Korean 

companies. The World’s largest green companies are Germans. Cutting-edge technologies and revolutionary 

startup ventures continue to emerge from Silicon Valley in the United States. An American company by the 

name of Amazon is now the world’s largest retailer, without even owning a single physical store.  

 

With all these changes and after more than two decades since the burst of the Japanese economic bubble – Japan 

continues to look for ways to reinvent itself, once more. The question is: in the face of a seemingly impossible 

circumstance characterized by a shrinking population, stubborn deflation, ballooning debt, and an extremely 

competitive global economic environment, can Japan do it again? Can it rise above the odds one more time, just 

like how it rose from the ashes 70 years ago?  

 

This paper seeks to answer this question by laying down an action plan geared towards attracting global 

resources into Japan and trigger a reinvigoration of the Japanese economy, and a reinvention of the Japanese 

state in the 21st Century.  

 

 

II. Action Plan to Promote Globalization in Japan 

 

Education, research and innovation are 

the three pillars that support strong, 

resilient and vibrant economies. 

Therefore, to further promote 

globalization within Japan, this paper 

proposes drastic reforms in the country’s 

education, research and innovation triad, 

to be supported by programs revolving 

around language. This paper argues that 

reforming this triad would result in the 

Figure 1 Reforming the Triad 



 

resurgence of Japan in the global stage.  

 

2.1 Reforming the Education, Research and Innovation Triad 

 

In order for Japan to compete with the rest of the World in this new era, it must drastically reform the foundation 

of its economy – its education, research and innovation triad. It must do so in ways that target two things. First, 

the triad must provide greater incentives and less barriers for foreign talents, particularly the best minds in both 

social and natural sciences, as well as practical minds who are into technological innovations and 

entrepreneurship. In short, the best minds of the World must think of, and be welcomed in, Japan. This is 

particularly important because according to the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report 

(WEF-GCR), Japan ranks poorly in attracting talented people from abroad. It ranks 79
th
, lower than Korea at 

28
th
 in this index.

2
 Second, the triad must be able to encourage domestic talents, regardless of age, to keep up 

with the best of the world in all fields through ways that include collaboration with foreign talents in the 

technical, scientific and financial aspects. Domestic talents must not be discouraged by cultural and social 

impediments that may include age, seniority, foreign language proficiency and other pressures.  

 

To achieve those two, four practical globalization initiatives must be done. They are: 1) Promotion and 

strengthening of English-taught undergraduate and graduate degree programs; 2) Reform of the Japanese 

Government Scholarship Program known as Monbukagakusho Scholarship; 3) Incentives for private 

companies to sponsor inbound foreign scholars and trainees; and 4) Promotion of a special innovation zone for 

startups and investors that provide anyone who possesses the knowledge and talent with opportunities, 

regardless of nationality, language proficiency and age, among others. 

 

2.1.1 Promotion and strengthening of English-taught undergraduate and graduate degrees  

 

One big step for Japan to attract the best and brightest human resources is to compel national and private 

universities to develop and institutionalize English-taught undergraduate and graduate degree programs more 
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effectively. At present, several Japanese universities do have English-taught degree programs. But are they 

attractive? And do they actually work? In the school year 2014, almost 70% of foreign undergraduate students 

offered admission by the University of Tokyo, arguably the best higher education institution in the nation, 

declined their admission. According to a report by The Japan Times, “In every case, those who spurned 

acceptance to the two programs, on Japan Studies and Environmental Sciences, starting in October and each 

limited to a maximum 15 students, decided to seek admission to prestigious universities outside of Japan.”
3
 The 

report went on to say that the primary reason for foreign students to reject their admission offer from the 

University of Tokyo is the limited number of English-taught classes. Indeed, if an offer from the nation’s most 

prestigious university is not enough, how much harder it must be for other less prestigious universities to attract 

the best and brightest foreign students?  

 

As a solution, the Japanese Government must compel universities to offer more English-taught degree programs 

both exclusively and as a track, and make them the norm, rather than the exception. As of 2014, there were 

184,155 foreign students in Japan, but more than 70% of them came from only three countries – China, Vietnam 

and South Korea.
4
 Chinese students alone actually comprise over 50% of foreign students in the country and 

less than 30% came from the rest of the World. This figure reveals that higher education in Japan is not very 

internationalized and is failing to attract students from other parts of the World such as Europe, North America, 

South America and Australia. More institutionalized English-taught degree programs could attract students from 

those countries.  

 

Moreover, this proposal is also important to foster a more international academic environment in Japanese 

universities, which could boil down to greater collaboration between Japanese and foreign students in their 
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research. At present, an invisible wall separates foreign scholars from Japanese students. English-taught degree 

programs are simply perceived as “special” and as “not” normal. This invisible wall should be destroyed by 

institutionalizing English-taught degree programs. Hence, attracting more foreign students and scholars into 

Japanese universities, and encouraging more Japanese students to think globally.  

 

Currently, Japan’s higher education system is limiting a vast majority of its degree programs to those students 

who are proficient in academic Japanese language. This means that for many talented and intellectually gifted 

students who are not proficient in Japanese language, Japan is simply not an option for them to begin with. For 

sure, a government policy that compels universities to institutionalize their English-taught degree programs 

would result in more foreign professors and greater number of foreign students and scholars studying, 

conducting research and collaborating. Japanese students will also be encouraged to study English and foreign 

languages even more in order to communicate, compete and collaborate with their foreign peers. All of these 

will definitely attract more foreign talents into Japan and raise the stature of Japanese universities and research 

institutions globally. 

 

2.1.2 Reform of the Japanese Government Scholarship Program 

 

The flagship scholarship program of the Japanese Government needs dramatic reforms in order for it to attract 

the best minds in the World. Instead of being improved to compete with the government scholarship programs 

of other OECD countries, the Monbukagakusho Scholarship Program run by the Ministry of Education, Culture, 

Sports, Science, and Technology (MEXT) has instead suffered budget cuts in the past few years. At present, a 

regular foreign PhD student under this program receives free tuition fee and a monthly living allowance of 

148,000 Yen (approx. US$ 1,188) from which his or her monthly accommodation rent, health insurance, food 

and transportation, and other expenses shall be deducted. There are no extra provisions for fieldwork and other 

research expenses. To be fair, what the Monbukagakusho Scholarship Program provides for foreign 

PhD/doctoral students are enough to live and study in Japan. The question is, are they enough to actually attract 

the best students from abroad? Are these incentives enough to make the best minds of the world think of Japan 



 

when they decide to pursue higher education and high-impact research?  

 

To answer that question, it is necessary to benchmark the Monbukagakusho Scholarship Program against the 

flagship scholarship programs of other countries. For instance, a foreign PhD student in Hong Kong who is 

under the government’s flagship scholarship program receives a monthly living allowance of 20,000 Hong 

Kong Dollars (US$2,500) and an additional 10,000 Hong Kong Dollars (US$1,300) per year as travel 

allowance related to research and conferences. Those are on top of a free tuition fee scheme. According to the 

Hong Government, the program “aims to attract the best and brightest students from around the world to pursue 

PhD programmes in Hong Kong.”
5
 Likewise, the Australian Government’s Endeavor Program provides 

payment for all tuition fees, a monthly living allowance of 3,000 Australian Dollars (US$2,200), a one time 

establishment allowance of 2,000 Australian Dollars (US$1,460), and payment for health and travel insurance 

for every foreign recipient.
6
 Needless to say, both the Hong Kong and the Australian flagship scholarship 

programs are sought-after around the world and are very competitive. Add to this is the fact that English-taught 

degree programs abound in those countries making them even more attractive.  

 

Also, comparing Japan’s Monbukagakusho Scholarship to others such as Britain’s Chevening Scholarship, 

France’s Eiffel Scholarship, and Germany’s DAAD Scholarship, among others, would reveal a similar 

assessment – Japan’s flagship scholarship program that aims to attract the best talents and the best minds, is not 

competitive enough. Given all these information, if a person is very smart, highly capable and wishing to pursue 

his/her high-caliber, high-impact research by joining a PhD program, will he/she actually choose Japan over 

other countries?  

 

The Monbukagakusho Scholarship must be reformed to be competitive, to attract the best students of the World 
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and encourage them to do their research in Japan, to collaborate with Japanese students and researchers, and feel 

rewarded for doing so.  

 

Furthermore, they must not be treated as mere transient students. Considering their high education and their 

proven research capabilities, Japan must actually provide them with incentives to pursue long-term careers in 

Japan, such as special visa privileges and assistance in language learning. The Monbukagakusho Scholarship 

has one of the greatest potentials to attract the World’s resources, introduce new ideas into the country’s 

academic communities and raise Japan’s global competitiveness.  

 

2.1.3 Incentives for private companies to sponsor inbound foreign scholars and trainees 

 

A strong and free private sector is the soul of any capitalist society. It is therefore important for Japan to partner 

with private corporations and encourage them to open up and sponsor inbound foreign scholars, researchers and 

trainees. By doing so, two problems are addressed – shortage of locally available human resources due to the 

ageing population, and introduction of new ideas, new ways of doing things and a more globalized corporate 

Japan. Providing companies with tax incentives, and/or other initiatives such English-language training support, 

coordination with embassies on labor-issues, issuing guidelines, among others would be a big step forward in 

propagating globalization within Japan. Foreign trainees selected based on their education and competence 

would provide insights to Japanese companies on foreign markets, opportunities for expansion overseas through 

exports, among many other benefits. This would also be a good step forward in making sure Japan’s 

immigration policy remains merit-based without becoming a hindrance to the goal of globalizing Japan.  

 

2.1.4 Innovation Zone 

 

The fourth reform proposal is for Japan to proactively and strategically establish an innovation zone where 

incubators, accelerators and venture capitalists could network, collaborate and launch new products and services 

for this new economy.  

 



 

This is easier said than done. After all, the existence of the highly successful Silicon Valley on the other side of 

the Pacific may dissuade the Japanese Government from ever thinking of replicating it. However, the goal for 

this proposal is not necessarily to replicate Silicon Valley or compete against it. Rather, the goal is to further 

propagate globalization within Japan that goes deeper than simply importing foreign workers. In fact, as the 

region’s most developed economy, Japan is in a unique position to attract startup ideas from the whole of East 

Asia. The keyword is “ideas” that Japan is actually importing, instead of mere labor.  

 

A quick look at various Silicon Valley indicators would reveal that a significant number of talents now working 

as engineers, innovators and incubators in the Valley are from China, Korea, the Philippines and Vietnam. These 

countries are a short flight away from Japan. If a similar zone exists in Japan, and foreign technopreneurs 

actually get to access Japanese technologies and capital, as well as avail of incentives that include tax holidays, 

minimal bureaucratic regulations, access to loans and venture capitals, exemptions from rigid immigration 

policies, among others, there is no reason why they would shun Japan for California.  

 

For one, Japanese capital abound. While this is true, the country ranks poorly in ease of access to loans (19
th
 in 

the world) and venture capital (24
th
) according to WEF.

7
 The government must find a way, through regulatory 

frameworks to unlock Japanese capital and make it available to technopreneurs, regardless of nationality.  

 

Also, the proximity of Japan to China, the world’s second largest economy, is an advantage. China’s 

authoritarian capitalism has inherent limitations for startup entrepreneurs and innovators, limitations that Japan 

can readily fill-in. Japan’s proximity to ASEAN and India, two of the world’s biggest markets, are also 

advantages that should be exploited in designing this proposed innovation zone. Products and services tailor-fit 

for consumers in these strategic markets can be conceptualized, designed, and incubated in a specially 

designated innovation zone in Japan. Considering that India and ASEAN both have Free Trade Agreements 

with Japan, an innovation zone that conceptualizes and incubates products and services for these markets bodes 
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well for Japanese exports and overall economy in the long-run.   

 

In addition to individual or teams of incubators, innovators and entrepreneurs, this can also be another venue for 

larger foreign investors to enter Japan. According to WEF, rules and regulations largely discourage foreign direct 

investment into Japan.
8
 The country ranks only 58th in the world in this regard. A special innovation zone with 

less stringent regulations and better incentives can entice foreign investors to venture into Japan, for as long as 

they bring with them new technologies or revolutionary practices. This can be their springboard towards 

entering the greater Japanese market that can seem very daunting for foreigners at first glance. Crafting 

regulations for special innovation zones to attract FDIs is also much easier and faster to be accomplished than 

reforming the entire Japanese bureaucracy for the purpose. 

 

The bottom-line is, having a deregulated innovation zone would encourage domestic technopreneurs to pursue 

cutting-edge research, invite foreign engineers, innovators and even capitalists to Japan to collaborate with 

fellows, and in the long term, launch new industries that could make Japan remain relevant in the ever-changing 

global economic environment. The Japanese economy must not solely rely on its big corporations for it to 

remain competitive. It must also nurture startup entrepreneurs locally, and attract more from overseas. The 

best-case scenario would be that, an innovation zone within Japan may actually strengthen cooperation between 

giant corporations and small startup entrepreneurs, and between Japanese and foreign innovators with 

revolutionary inventions and ideas.  

 

2.2 Supporting Globalization Within Japan: Eliminating Language Barrier 

 

While there must be a focus on the country’s education, research and innovation triad, propagating globalization 

within Japan could also be further boosted by reducing or eliminating language barriers in all social, commercial 

and physical infrastructures, as well in as in public institutions. This must be done through policy and technology. 
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This is critical if the goal is to attract the resources of the World into Japan. This proposal aims to support the 

reforms in the country’s education, research and innovation triad as detailed in the earlier part of this essay.  

 

First, Japan must recognize that foreigners who cannot speak Japanese do encounter language-barrier in their 

daily living in Japan. While it may seem small, trivial or insignificant, language barriers actually reduce one’s 

quality of life. If one of the goals is to make foreign talents consider living and establishing long term-career in 

Japan, language-barrier must be addressed. For instance, it is impossible for any foreigner to open a bank 

account in a regular Japanese bank without proficiency in Japanese or without bringing an interpreter. 

Recognizing that language is essential to propagate globalization within Japan is the very first step towards 

implementing actions that could reduce significantly, if not totally eliminate language-barrier in Japanese 

Society.  

 

Second, through policy, the Japanese government must institutionalize measures that reduce or eliminate 

language-barriers in social, commercial and physical infrastructures. For instance, Japan must replace all 

monolingual public signage, billboards and public information bulletins in highways, streets, parks, airports, 

seaports, train stations, police stations, post offices, city halls and other public infrastructures with those that, at 

the very least include English. But the ideal course of action is for Japan to introduce multilingual public 

billboards and information bulletins that include English, Chinese, and Korean. While this may require huge 

sums of money, it is a worthy investment.  

 

Apart from public infrastructures, language barrier must also be reduced in public services. For instance, if a 

magnitude 7 earthquake strikes Tokyo, mobile phones of everyone would alarm with screens containing 

emergency information notice from the government. However, if you were a foreign resident who was not 

proficient in Japanese, the information would prove to be useless. As a reform measure to further propagate 

globalization in Japanese Society, public services such as disaster warning notices, public health services, postal 

services, and waste management, among others must be provided also in English, and if possible in other 

languages such as Chinese. Through policy, Japanese regulators can also compel banks and other financial 



 

institutions, real-estate agencies, and other similar entities to provide their services in English. For example, 

official English translations of contracts, terms and conditions and other documents that their clients need to sign 

must be available in English.  

 

Third, Japan can make use of technology to reduce language-barrier experienced by foreign residents. A 

convenient store chain has already done this. By providing Quick Response (QR) code to every product group 

in their shelves, the convenient store chain makes it easy for their foreign customers to access product 

information in languages other than Japanese. For instance, if a foreign customer wants to buy a sandwich but is 

allergic to pork, by scanning the QR code posted in the sandwich shelf using his own mobile phone, he or she 

would be able to know the ingredients of the sandwich he/she intends to buy along with other information such 

as calorie count, etc. This is a step in the right direction. Japan must promote initiatives like this in order to 

further reduce language-barrier in the country.  

 

Eliminating language-barrier would definitely support the globalization reform in Japan’s education, research 

and innovation triad that this paper is proposing.  

 

In the end, policymakers must realize that gone were the days when the World had to adjust to Japan. While 

Japanese language proficiency is definitely beneficial, Japan must not expect everyone to learn Japanese first 

before even thinking of considering Japan for research, education, investments or corporate career. It is now 

2015. Japan must learn to adjust to the world. Eliminating language-barrier in Japan would further attract foreign 

talents into the country, reduce their stress, hasten their integration into Japanese society and significantly 

improve their lives. It goes without saying that this policy-proposal would also make Japan a tourist-friendly 

country. At the same time, it will inculcate English and internationalization into Japanese mindset, make 

Japanese institutions and businesses even better, and overall deepen globalization within the country.  

 

III. Conclusion 

 

Globalization requires internationalization. However, due to differences with other nations stemming from 



 

cultural and historical factors, admitting foreign human resources remain limited. To address this problem, Japan 

must not equate internationalization to multiculturalism. Japan must view internationalization as an economic 

and global integration issue, while maintaining Japan’s traditional values, culture, and social mores. Hence, 

when it comes to attracting resources from other countries, Japan must focus its attention on economics and 

competitiveness, and embrace globalization.  

 

Promoting globalization within Japan is indeed challenging, considering that the country has a highly 

homogenous population. The approach must be strategic and long-term. Therefore, this paper argues that to 

promote globalization within the country, Japan must focus its attention on education, research and innovation, 

the three pillars of a strong, resilient economy. It must reform and globalize these sectors in order to attract the 

World’s resources and complement existing government policies that attack declining birthrate, ballooning debt, 

deflation and other problems.  

 

If these reforms are done, Japan will become a magnet for the World’s resources in the long-term, which could 

pave the way for its resurgence in the 21
st
 Century. The challenges are daunting. But Japan surpassed far greater 

challenges before. There is enough reason to be optimistic.   
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